MONEY WHEEL RULES
The Rules:
Listen to WRJO between 6am and 6pm Monday through Friday (May 24, 2017 – July 24, 2017) for a
WRJO announcer to ask you to call to spin the Money Wheel. The fifth (5th) contestant to get through
on the studio line (715-479-3292) will have their chance to spin the Money Wheel.
The phone contestant, while live on the air, will pick one of five sponsors on the Money Wheel. The
virtual wheel will be spun in the WRJO studio and by random chance if the Money Wheel lands on the
contestants chosen sponsor, that contestant will win the banked prize cash amount. If the Money
Wheel does not land on the contestants chosen sponsor, the banked amount increases.
The banked prize cash will start each new round with an amount of $9.45. For each contestant that
does not guess the correct sponsor on the Money Wheel, we will add $5.00 as a progressive jackpot
until that round is won. If the entire length of the contest has been played and there is not a Money
Wheel winner, all monies will be returned to Heartland Communications Group LLC.
Contestants may play only once per day. If a contestant wins a Money Wheel round, they must wait
the required amount of time that is stated in the “Heartland Communications General Rules” to play
again.
All General WRJO contest rules also apply and may be viewed at the WRJO studios upon request.
They may also be viewed online at www.wrjo.com.

Sponsors:
A A Seamless Gutter and Exteriors of the Northwoods
Dewey Catch’em & How – Bait Shop and Fishing Guide of Arbor Vitae
Sportsman’s Service Center of Three Lakes
The LDF Country Market in Lac du Flambeau
The Lac du Flambeau Smoke Shop in Lac du Flambeau

